Feature

PRESENTATION
Everybody has a favorite feature (those eyes! those lips!
those cheeks!) so why not turn it into the main attraction?
We preview in vivid color three very different looks, each playing up a
single trait. Are you ready for your close-up?
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for drama, focus on eyes If you’re
the type who likes to cultivate an aura of mystery, make
sure to give your peepers the A-list treatment with these
boldly colored, not-for-the-timid eye shadows.
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Purple Reign
The smoky eye gets a modern update when
you replace your charcoals and grays with
vibrant plums and violets. To pull it off, use a
lighter shade on your lids, then pick darker
hues for the lash line and crease. Note: Fair
skin fares best with sheer colors, while darker skin looks great with deeper shades.
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1. estee lauder pure color in Amethyst,
$17.50, esteelauder.com. 2. stila in Wis
teria, $18, stilacosmetics.com. 3. lancome
color design sensational effects
smooth hold in Provence, $16.50, lancome
-usa.com. 4. make up for ever in #92, $18,
sephora.com. 5. laura mercier brilliant eye liner in Violette, $22, laura
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mercier.com.
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Blue crush
The best thing about blue is that it’s always
in season. You can use it in place of black or
brown to line the lash line. Choose medium
to dark shades; anything too pale can make
your skin look ashy. Blue eyeshadows with a
slightly metallic finish, in particular, will
brighten up the eye area.

1. l’oreal high intensity pigment
shocking shadow in Beckoning, $15, at
drugstores. 2. shu uemura pressed eye
shadow in ME Blue 650, $20, shuuemurausa.com. 3. guerlain in Turquoise Cendré
No. 490, $57, saks.com. 4. dior 1-colour in
275 Metallic Blue, $24.50, sephora.com. 5. mac
in Freshwater, $14.50, maccosmetics.com.
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digging gold
Gold hues can be worn alone or as a base
for other colored eye makeup. A little shimmer goes a long way, so be sure to consider
the light situation at your ceremony and
reception sites when picking the right
shade. After all, you want a look that says
nuptial, not nightclub.

1. mac in Retrospeck, $14.50, maccosmetics
.com. 2. stila in Icon, $18; stilacosmetics
.com. 3. e.l.f. mineral in Elegant, $3, eye
slipsface.com. 4. chanel ombre essentielle in Gold, $28.50, chanel.com. 5. clinique colour surge in Beige Shimmer,
$14, clinique.com. 6. paula dorf glimmer in Stardust, $20, pauladorf.com.
7. shiseido the makeup silky quad in
Q12 Wood Tones, $35, sephora.com
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for classic, focus on lips Looking to channel the glamour of Old Hollywood? Is Marlene Dietrich your style icon? Then let color-rich lipsticks play the starring role in your big-day beauty routine. (Besides, a
perfect pout is the quickest and easiest way to catapult you from everyday to elegant.) Just keep one thing in mind: “You
can wear color on eyes, cheeks, and lips simultaneously, but when you play up one feature, the others should take a back
seat,” says makeup artist Shawnelle Prestidge, who created the looks on these pages. Below, pink, red, and coral hues
that are party-perfect. Use this chart to find the shade that’s right for your complexion.

RED

CORAL

DARK

MEDIUM

FAIR

PINK

pretty in pinks Always soft and roman-

RED, RIGHT, AND TRUE Red lip color is a

good corals Most of us think of coral as

tic, the right shade of pink will take you
from ceremony to send-off without a hitch.

wedding-day classic, but depending on the
shade you choose, the results can vary
dramatically. A bright tomato-red on the
lips (top image), for example, can look fun
and pretty, while a blue-red tint (middle)
can look sophisticated and uber-chic.

the kind of color favored by our grandmothers, but it looks entirely fresh and new
when paired with wedding-day white.

lip service: For precisely colored lips, first
apply a thin veil of foundation to the perimeter of your mouth; this helps define the lip
line and keeps the color from bleeding.
Then, layer up to prevent fading: Add a coat
of color, blot lips with a tissue, dust on a bit
of translucent powder, and finish the look
with a second coat.
pinks, from top: vincent longo lip-

stain spf 15 in Foxina, $23, vincentlongo
.com. shu uemura rouge unlimited
crystal shine in pk 313 s, $23, shuuemurausa.com. mac in Girl About Town, $14 mac
cosmetics.com.

lip service: The natural tone of your lips
can alter the shade of your lipstick. To keep
the hue true, apply a lip liner that matches
your natural lip color before you swipe on
your lipstick. (Think of it as a primer.) Doing
this will help even out any inconsistencies
in your lip color.
reds, from top: flirt! high wattage

intense & creamy lipcolor in Wicked,
$10, kohls.com. Cindy 2: smashbox photo
finish lipstick with sila-silk technology in Ravishing, $22, smashbox.com.
paul & joe lipstick n in True Red, $20,
beautyhabit.com.
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lip service: When the focus is on your
pout, the condition of your lips becomes
paramount. Keep flakes at bay by massaging lips with a paste of baking soda and
water. Follow with a moisturizing lip balm.
corals, from top: chanel rouge

hydrabase creme in Rich Coral, $27,
c hanel.com. sally hansen natural

beauty inspired by carmindy color
comfort in Garnet, $9.95, at drugstores.
chantecaille lip chic in Damask, $30,
Neiman Marcus, 888-888-4757.

for romance, focus on cheeks
Act I: Pick the right shade of blush. Act II: Apply to the
apples of your cheeks. Act. III: Watch him swoon.
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blushing Beauty
If you want a natural look, buff a pretty
blush onto the apples of your cheeks. Finding the right color for your complexion is
important, but so is picking the right type:
Powder blushes are best for oily skin,
creams can make dry skin look dewier,
while cheek “stains” will flatter just about
any complexion (just layer either powder or
cream over it to make the color last longer).
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1. hydro stick in Gold Solare, $25, vincent
longo.com. 2. tender blush sheer stick
in Coral, $25, esteelauder.com. 3. covergirl trucheeks in Shade 1, $7.82, drugstores. 4. true bronze pressed powder
bronzer in Sunkissed, $23.50, clinique.com.
5. the pure powder glow in Neolita, $37,
kevynaucoin.com. 6. flirt! peek-a-blush
sheer powder in Pinksicle, $12, kohls.com.
7. covergirl trucheeks in Shade 1, $7.82,
drugstores. 8. tender blush in Peach
Nuance, $25, esteelauder.com. 9. joues
powder blush in Horizon, $42, chanel
.com. 10. sephora professionnel platinum bronzer brush, $35, sephora.com.
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created by ra ndi brookma n harris,
jenn ifer lai ng, a nd Jayme smith
murray
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